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Abstract
This work reports the first numerical evidence of existence of pseudo
or quasi-chaos in a loss modulated EDFRL true Additive Chaos Modulation
(ACM) scheme, thus possibly adding fifth region of operation in nonautonomous nonlinear systems. Quasi-chaos apparently looks like chaos but
actually converges to same time and physical phase space trajectory, even with
widely separated initial conditions, behaviour exactly opposite to the basic
essence of chaos i.e. sensitive dependence on initial conditions (SDIC). Subject
quasi-chaos was earlier believed to be pure chaos since the output passed
qualitative visual tests of chaos like aperiodicity in time domain, rich spectral
content in frequency domain, direct observation test in phase space, and fast
decreasing autocorrelation function. Even quasi-chaos gives positive Lyapunov
Exponent (LE), using TISEAN, in time delayed pseudo phase space built by
time delaying lasing E field. Thus a complete knowledge of numerical model
and driving conditions is a must to validate existence of a pure or quasi-chaos.
EDFRL Chaos Message Masking(CMS) configuration is also shown here
producing a pure chaos, for comparison, with desired sensitivity to initial
conditions, besides passing all above mentioned visual tests of chaos and a
positive LE spectrum. Emergence of quasi-chaos will have far reaching
implications in chaos applications.
I

Introduction

Chaos is the third most important discovery of 21 st century being
actively researched in multiple disciplines in theoretical and applied contexts
and new aspects of chaos are still forthcoming [1]. An improved knowledge of
chaos will help better understanding of various important phenomenon
including heartbeat and neuron signals which are inherently chaotic. Optical
chaos produced by different types of lasers is a well-researched field which met
_________________
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successful experimental demonstration in Athens [2]. EDFRL shows rich
dynamical behaviour and have proven to be a useful platform to study nonlinear
dynamics and chaos [3-10] in addition to other practical applications. There are
three main schemes for generation of chaos in EDFRL i.e. loop nonlinearities
[3], cavity loss modulation [4-9] and pump modulation [10]. The detailed study
of chaos generation dynamics of EDFRL with five key parameters i.e. cavity
loss, cavity gain, modulation index, pump power and modulating frequency
variation was done earlier [4,6], showing how EDFRL switches, with the
change of above mentioned control parameters, between four possible regions of
operation i.e. periodic, quasi-periodic, stable and chaotic. It was next shown [7]
that using square and other complex loss modulating signals the LE of EDFRL
chaos increases thereby raising the degree of unpredictability and security. Later
[8] it was found that pulsed chaos gives better LE than non-pulsed chaotic
oscillations in EDFRL. It was pointed out later [9] that the original EDFRL
model with chaos message masking (CMA/CMS) as proposed by Luo [4] and
later studied in detail [6] has message signal also being added into the loop
which makes it true ACM scheme instead of reported CMA / CMS. The detailed
study of effect of message parameters i.e. message frequency, amplitude and
phase on EDFRL chaos dynamics therefore became necessary which was
carried out in next work [9]. It was shown there [9] that chaos is produced only
once the modulating and message frequencies are not integral multiple of each
other which shows that the two frequencies interplay with each other to give
shown results.
The detailed study carried out in this work was triggered by an unusual
observation during simulations that different initial conditions did not produce
different chaos as expected but all chaos seemed to be forced to single
trajectory. This is a violation of SDIC which is main defining attribute of chaos
and therefore this output needs to be termed as something other than chaos, say
quasi-chaos, because apparently it behaves like chaos unless numerically
subjected to different initial conditions. Negating SDIC in turn negates long
term unpredictability. Previously, it was believed and reported [4-9] to be pure
chaos because it mimicked all behaviour of chaos and qualifies qualitative tests
as well as LE test in time delayed pseudo phase space using TISEAN routines
[11]. Once message signal is removed from the loop, EDFRL starts producing
pure chaos for same set of parameters and modulating signal.
The paper is organised as follows. Section I is introduction and
literature review, followed by Section II which gives mathematical models and
optical circuits of both configurations studied in this paper. Section III on
simulations shows convergence of quasi-chaos of ACM to same trajectory
irrespective of IC and divergence of trajectories in CMS configuration even for
small IC deviations. Section IV discusses these simulation results and Section V
concludes the results and indicates their implications.
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II

Mathematical model

In this section are given the optical circuits and corresponding
mathematical models of loss modulated EDFRL true ACM and true CMA/CMS
schemes respectively in Fig.1 and Eq. (1) and (2), ‘true’ emphasizing their
corrected versions [9]. It is obvious from figures and equations that ACM has
message sine wave being added into the loop modifying chaos dynamics, as
studied in detail [6,9] while CMS is devoid of message and its effects on chaos
dynamics.
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where “.” denotes time derivative, ELA is the lasing field strength, DA is
population inversion density, τ is the of Erbium meta-stable state decay time, ξLA
is the spontaneous emission factor, IPA is the pump power, ka0 is the cavity loss
(decay rate), ga is the cavity gain,, ma is the modulation index, ωa is the angular
loss modulating frequency, S0 is the message amplitude and ωs is the message
frequency. The various sets of parameters for which chaos is produced is
extensively discussed earlier [6].

Fig.1
Cavity loss modulation in EDFRL
(a) True ACM producing quasi-chaos
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(b) True CMA/CMS producing pure chaos
The values of model parameters used in simulations in following section are
same as early [6] and given in Table.1 below. The only difference is there is no
message S0 in CMS model.

Table 1 EDFRL parameters-default values and range of variation
Parameter
Pump power
Modulation index
Decay rate
Gain
Message amplitude
Modulating frequency
Message frequency
Message Coupling strength

III

Symbol
IPA
ma
ka0
ga
S0
ωa
ωs
ca

Value
10 mw
0.03
3.3x107
6.6 x107
1
3.5x105
3.14x105
0.01

Simulations results
Fig.2 shows the convergence to same trajectory of differently starting
chaotic trajectories in time and phase plots for same set of EDFRL parameters
as given in Table.1 as well as driving conditions in loss modulated ACM model.
It may be noted that one set of initial conditions i.e. ELA0=0 and DA0=0.47 is
taken as a reference to compare the convergence time of other initial conditions
to the reference trajectory. It can be observed in time domain plots of Fig. 2(a)
where the initial conditions are ELA0=12 and DA0=0.496 that it converges to the
defined reference trajectory in approx. 0.75 msec. The arrows in time domain
mark significantly different amplitudes in the chaotic pulses initially. However,
it can be observed that amplitude difference is very small in next pulses after
which the two chaotic trajectories converge to same value exactly overlapping
in time and phase plots. In Fig. 2(b) once the initial conditions are ELA0=5 and
DA0=0.496, resulting chaos converge to the reference trajectory in about 1.75
msec. It is to be noted that the distance of initial conditions from reference
initial conditions is more in Fig. 2(a) than in Fig. 2(b), yet convergence time is
smaller in first figure than the second. Thus the convergence time is not
proportional to the distance of initial conditions from the reference initial
condition. The arrows in phase plots indicate that the initial conditions for the
two waveforms are taken far away from each other yet the red phase plot
converges to the green one after few turns in phase plot.
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Fig.2
(a)
(b)

ACM Quasi-chaos convergence for different initial
conditions.
ELA=0, DA=0.47 (green) and ELA=12, DA=0.496 (red)
ELA=0, DA=0.47 (green) and ELA=5 , DA=0.496 (red)

Once convergence of quasi-chaos to same trajectory is established
above simulations of the ACM model, the CMS model is simulated next, using
Table.1 parameter values again, with different initial conditions to dig for either
converging or diverging behaviour with different initial conditions but same
parameters eliminating message sine wave. It is found that even slightly varying
initial conditions as labelled in Fig.3 time domain plots make the pure chaos
diverge in longer run. Also the time of start of divergence of trajectories as
marked by arrow in Fig.3 increases with the decrease in difference in initial
conditions. The latter behaviour is quite as expected for a pure chaos which is
SDIC as well as long-term unpredictable.
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Fig.3

CMS Pure chaos showing SDIC for different initial
conditions.
(a) ELA0=0.1, DA0=0.4 (red) and ELA0=0.11, DA0=0.4 (blue)
(b) ELA0=0.1, DA0=0.4 (blue) and ELA0=0.101, DA0=0.4 (red)
(c) ELA0=0.1, DA0=0.4 (blue) and ELA0=0.1001, DA0=0.4 (red)
(d) ELA0=0.1, DA0=0.4 (blue) and ELA0=0.10001, DA0=0.4 (red)
(e) ELA0=0.1, DA0=0.4 (blue) and ELA0=0.100001, DA0=0.4 (red)
(f) ELA0=0.1, DA0=0.4 (red) and ELA0=0.1000001, DA0=0.4 (blue)
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The various plots (time, phase space, frequency, and autocorrelation)
are shown in Fig.4 to compare quasi and pure chaos, in left and right coloums,
as produced by ACM and CMS configurations respectively with system
parameters kept same except elimination of message in latter. The quasi-chaos
time plots in Fig.4(a) (left) has pulse time period equal to time period of
modulating sine wave while pure chaos plot (on right) is chaotic in time interval
as well as pulses amplitude. The pulses in quasi-chaos are bunched while pure
chaos has no bunching, while the dynamic range of pure chaos appears better
than its counterpart. Fig.4(b) shows the phase space of both chaos and it can be
seen that both phase space plots are strange attractors indicating chaos as per
direct observation method [6]. The apparent crossing of phase space lines will
not be there if time is added as third dimension because the third assumed
differential eqaution will be simply t’=1. It can be seen in Fig4.(c) that the phase
space of quasi-chaos is less fractal as compared to that of pure chaos. Also
quasi-chaos is denser at lower pulse amplitudes while pure chaos is denser at
higher pulse amplitudes making phase space plots denser on inner and outer
sides respectively. Fig.4(c) shows frequency spectrum of quasi and pure chaos
with latter being richer and more random in spectral lines as compared to
former. Also the modulating frequency and its harmonics are visible only in the
case of quasi-chaos frequecny spectrum because here the pulse repetition time is
being decided by modulating signal itself as reported earlier [6] also.The
autocorrelation diagrams of both chaos are compared in Fig.4(d) and it is found
that pure chaos has a sharper decay of autocorrelation than its counterpart while
the autocorrelation function has nonzero lower values in quasi-chaos due to
humps beneath pulses in time domain. But above all the most important
observation is that quasi-chaos is in fact difficult to detect from the diagrams as
shown in Fig.4 till it is discovered by actually testing initial conditions as in this
work. Now once it is discovered the clues of quasi-chaos can be outlined, the
most important being the fixed time period instead of chaotic time period and
visibility of modulating frequency and harmonics in frequency domain.
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Fig.4
Comparison of quasi-chaos(left) with pure chaos(right) for loss
modulation EDFRL
(a) Time domain, (b) Phase space, (c)Frequency domain, (d)Autocorrelation
The LE spectrums of quasi chaos generated from ACM and reported earlier
for sine[6] and square [7] modulating signals were based on time series analysis
of pseudo phase space generated by time delaying E LA lasing. The reason why
quasi-chaos also showed positive LE there, is that SDIC is not violated in
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pseudo time delayed phase space of lasing field. This fact is shown here in Fig.
5 for two such values of time delay (in samples) i.e. tau=2 and tau=5 samples,
that these attractors are fractal in nature. Fractal nature of phase space means a
strange attractor which shall give positive LE result with TISEAN. It implies
that LE calculation using TISEAN is not a sufficient test to differentiate pure
chaos from quasi-chaos and subjecting the system to different initial conditions
numerically or experimentally is a must.

Fig.5

IV.

(a)
(b)
Time delayed (tau) pseudo phase plots of quasi-chaos
(a) tau=2
(b) tau=5

Discussion

The simulations were carried out to establish the presence of quasichaos in ACM and pure chaos in CMS. First it is shown that ACM loss
modulated EDFRL produces an apparent chaos which converges to single
trajectory making it a quasi- instead of a pure chaos. It is also observed for
quasi-chaos that convergence time is not strictly dependent on deviation of
initial conditions. As soon as the message is removed to reconfigure it as CMS,
keeping all other parameters same including loss modulating sine wave, the
convergence is immediately replaced by divergence of pure chaos trajectories.
This divergence of trajectories is observed even for very small deviations in
initial conditions as is expected for a pure chaos. It is noted that the time for the
start of this divergence decreases with the increase in deviation of initial
conditions, also as expected. Hence it is indicated that message signal is adding
an extra periodic perturbation in the cavity which is interacting with the
multiplicative perturbation of loss modulating sine wave, thus producing quasi
instead of pure chaos. Next the LE spectrums of quasi and pure chaos are
calculated using time series analysis with well-known TISEAN routines and
plotted side by side. Most surprisingly, quasi-chaos gives positive LE since
TISEAN uses time delayed pseudo phase space of lasing E field. The time
delayed phase space is found fractal for two time delays. Thus LE calculation
using time series analysis by TISEAN is not a sufficient test to identify pure
chaos as shown in this study, because it misjudges quasi-chaos in EDFRL also
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as pure chaos. The most valid test of chaos is physically subjecting the system
or its numerical model to different initial conditions and look for either
convergence or divergence of trajectories for quasi and pure chaos respectively.
This observation of pseudo or quasi chaos adds fifth region of operation in
nonlinear systems; the other well-known four regions being periodic, quasiperiodic, stable and chaotic already reported and studied in detail for loss
modulated EDFRL [6].
V.

Conclusions
This work was motivated by an unusual observation of converging
behaviour in temporal and physical phase space of apparently chaotic
trajectories, for different initial conditions, in ACM loss modulated EDFRL.
Such behaviour is totally new and cannot be categorised as any of four known
modes of operation in nonlinear systems i.e. periodic, quasi-periodic, stable and
chaos. Therefore, it is termed as quasi-chaos, as it looks like chaos, but violates
the basic definition of chaos i.e. sensitive dependence on initial conditions. The
findings here confirm the presence of convergence to same quasi-chaotic
trajectories even for very widely separated initial conditions. Previously, this
output from this EDFRL configuration was considered to be pure chaos since
the output passed all qualitative visual tests of chaos; like aperiodicity in time
domain, rich spectral content in frequency domain, direct observation test in
phase space, and fast decreasing autocorrelation function. In this work all above
plots are placed side by side for making comparisons between pure and quasichaos. However, EDFRL quasi-chaos surprisingly gives positive lyapunov
exponents with TISEAN; as TISEAN routines are based on time delayed pseudo
phase space of observed time series data, which is found fractal in this work, for
the lasing E field. At the same time, it in no case implies that loss modulation
scheme in EDFRL is not capable of producing a pure chaos. For comparison
purposes, EDFRL is also shown to be able to produce a pure chaos, just by
eliminating the message from the loop (CMS scheme), exhibiting desired
sensitivity to minute changes in initial conditions. Pure chaos, as expected,
passes all above mentioned visual tests of chaos and also giving positive LE
using TISEAN. The only main test of quasi-chaos is thus numerically subjecting
the system model to different initial conditions.
This is an important discovery which has five main implications on
chaos theory and its engineering applications. Firstly, a complete knowledge of
numerical model and driving conditions is a must to validate existence of either
pure or quasi-chaos. Secondly, finding quasi-chaos would not be possible in an
experimental work on EDFRL, because of inaccessibility of population
inversion initial condition. Secondly, fractal nature of time delayed pseudo
phase space is responsible for positive lyapunov exponent calculations, using
TISEAN, misinterpreting quasi-chaos as pure chaos in earlier works. Fourth,
chaos synchronisation of quasi-chaotic systems is also artificial i.e. ACM
EDFRL receiver is in fact not synchronised to corresponding transmitter
because of any seed being fed, since both outputs readily get converged to same
trajectory, independent of their initial conditions, in reality, due to their quasi-
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chaotic nature. Fifth, pure chaos will always prove as chaos in qualitative and
quantitative tests, but quasi-chaos will spoof itself as pure chaos until complete
model is available for trying different initial conditions; output time series shall
not be the only thing available. Other possible implications of this discovery are
presently under study and will be reported shortly.

VI.
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